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PLASMA CONFINEMENT IN A PR-7 TRAP

Yu. V, GOLL, M. S. loffe, B. I. Kanaev, A. G. Motlich,

Vu P. Pastukhov, and R. I. Sobolev

(Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR)

Ab>-tract

The PR-/ is a mirror trap with minimum B created by a quadripole

system of stabilizing conductors. Plnsraa is injected by an intensive

plasma-beam discharge. The range of parameters of the studied plasma

is as follows: initial density n0 = (2-3)-10
12 cm"3, mean ionic energy

Wi « 400 ev, and electron temperature T e = 7-10 ev; the magnetic field

in the center of the trap Bo = 5.0 kOe, longitudinal mirror ratio 2.0,

and transverse depth of magnetic well up to 30%. The work is directed

primarily at elucidation of the reasons for the sharp increase in plasma

losses which developed within a certain period following the end of

injection within a decaying plasma. This effect was detected earlier

in the PR-6 apparatus, and subsequently in the PR-8, and its study was

touched on in works [1-3]. Among the unanswered questions,, one of the

main ones is why the high-loss stage is delayed relative to the moment

injection is stopped for a period of time that is definite and easily

reproducible in different experiments. The present work establishes a

number of new facts that shed light on this question:
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a) it has been found that this delay in terms of time coincides

with the time of rearrangement of the plasma configuration from noa-

equilibrium, as it is obtained during injection, to equilibrium.;

b) the rapid rise in plasma potential observed in the PR-7 also

is fixed in time to the moment of completion of rearrangement of the

plasma configuration;

c) during the transition from the initial, slow stage of decay to

the stage of elevated loss, the frequency spectrum of the re-

corded oscillations broadens in the region of frequencies lower than

the ion cyclotron frequency u B i and, which is especially important,

here the oscillations lose their periodicity, becoming highly irregular.

This last fact seems significant for understanding the mechanism of

elevated losses. It shows that the losses are directly connected with

the development of extreme turbulence within the plasma, after it has

attained MHD (magnetohydrodynamic) equilibrium.

1. Introduction

In- a report at the Madison conference [l1 and in subsequent works

[2,3] we presented the results of a study of the free decay

of a colliding plasma in a PR-6 apparatus — an adiabatic trap with a

hexapole minimum B. The studied plasma had the following parameters:

initial density 3*1012 cm"3, mean ionic energy 50-300 ev, electron

temperature 3-15 ev, plasma diameter around 10 cm, and magnetic field

in the center of the trap 5 ev.

Observations of the decomposition process detected the phenomenon

of spontaneous plasma transition into an unstable state. At fii at,

during the first hundreds of microseconds, decay is quiescent

without expressed anomalies. In this period density decreases in char-

acteristic time close to classical which is determined b" coulomb

scattering of ions into the loss cone. Subsequently, in the plasma

high-frequency oscillations rising in time appear and the decay

rate is accelerated. Loss becomes tens of times greater than the clas-

sical in this phase, which is a clear indication of instability. This

effect was subjected to <? detailed analysis and the main results

amount to the following:

1. The basic frequency of the unstable oscillations is close to the

ion cyclotron frequency for the central portion of the trap (<u =
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= 0.7-0.8 uB •) ', the oscillations are propagated in the form of short

waves in the azimuthal direction (J(x%s^0 tJttfi «f-) toward the side of

Larmor ion rotation.

2. The oscillation amplitude rises with ion temperature, with the

duration of the initial, quiescent phase of decay being

curtailed.

3. A close relationship exists between the intensity of instability

and potential of the plasma; an artificial increase in potential, for

instance, because of additional heating of electrons, stimulates a

build-up of instability.

4. A relatively small addition of "thermal" plasma — on the order

of several percents of the density of the initial, hot plasma —

effectively reduces the instability.

5. T'he above and certain other data brought us to the conclusion

that the instability has a "conical" nature and can be identified

most likely as drifting-conical.

6. An outstanding feature of the observed instability is that its

excitation requires greater non-equilibrium of the ionic function of

distribution than that assumed in the original Post-Rosenbluth theory

[4] (impact distribution with cut-out cones). Under actual conditions

this increased non-equilibrium is the automatic result of additional

depletion of the low-energy portion of distribution under the effect

of the ambipolar electric field established in the plasma.

Investigations begun on the PR-6 were continued later on the PR-7.

Both devices are identical in all aspects except that in the PR-7

the minimum B is created by a quadripole stabilizing coil. It was of

interest to elucidate whether plasma confinement differs in traps with

a different configuration of the magnetic field. This question arose

in particular because in the earlier experiments in different traps

with a quadripole minimum B - MTSE [5], DECA II [6], and 2 X II [7] -

instability similar to that observed on the PR-6 was not detected.

The results of the initial stage of the investigations on the

PR-7 are presented in [3]. They showed that the abnormal character
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of the plasma decay, in their main outlines, is completely

reproducible in the new field configuration as well, for instance,

following the brief quiescent stage the decay rate rises

sharply, this being accompanied by the same manifestation of insta-

bility as on the PR-6. This report sets out new and more detailed

information on the behavior of plasroa in the PR-7. Attention is

given mainly to elucidation of two questions: why is plasma transi-

tion into the unstable state accomplished after injection is stopped

within a definit-.e period of time that is reproducible from experiment

to experiment, and what is the mechanism of plasma loss during the

instability.

2. Experimental conditions and measurement procedures

The magnetic field is quasi-stationary, and its change during

injection and decomposition of the plasma is insignificant. The

longitudinal mirror ratio is 2.0; mirror spacing amounts to 100 cm.

The depth of the magnetic well relative to the walls of the vacuum

chamber in the central cross-section of the trap is 30%, and chamber

diameter is 30 cm. High-vacuum scavenging is accomplished via sorp-

tion by titanium sprayed onto the chamber walls; initial vacuum

-\-10-8' torr.

An intensive plasma beam dischaLge without any additional means

of heating is used for filling the trap with plasma with hot ions.

Injection pulse duration is 250 ysec; the increment of neutral gas

pressure following injection does not exceed ^lO"6 torr.

Plasma density was measured at 4 mm in the central oross-section

of the trap and at 8 mm in the region beyond the mirror, both by an

interferometer.

The energy distribution of plasma ions was determined with the

use of a fast charge-exchange neutral spectrometer. In the spectro-

meter the neutral flow is partly stripped as it passes through a

carbon target around 50 & thick, and the resulting ions are analyzed

electrostatically according to energy; the lower energy threshold of

of the spectrometer is 150 ev. In scaling the spectrum of the neutrals
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to the spectrum of the plasma ions it is assumed that the charge-

exchange occurs on atomic hydrogen.

Plasma diamagnetism ^&"-Tl (,T."VTg)JL also was measured according to

the method described in [8]. Together with the data on plasma density,

these measurements make it possible to judge the value of mean ionic

energy (considering thatT^>:>Te) and thereby independently verify the

results obtained from the spectrum of charge-exchange neutrals.

Electron temperature T 4 was found from the volt-ammeter character-

istic of a Langmuir probe. The exponential segment of the characteris-

tic, corresponding to probe potentials below the floating potential,

was used (in this segment the magnetic field still has practically no

effect on the probe characteristic).

A specially constructed electrostatic probe was used to record

the high-frequency oscillations of the plasma potential [1]. This

probe assured transmission of signals without distortion over the

frequency range from 2*107 Hz and lower. Tapping a portion of the

signal through an integrating RC circuit, if was possible to measure

simultaneously the high-frequency oscillations and plasma potential

averaged in time (actually, this method was used to measure the float-

ing potential, which as usual is shifted relative to plasma potential

by (2-3) T e/e).

All probes were placed in the central cross-section of the trap

on the plasma's periphery not closer than 5 cm to the axis, where

they do not introduce noticeable perturbations and do not affect

confinement time.

Neutral gas pressure was measured by a manometer with a time

constant of 200 usec; the manometer was placed in the central part of

the trap at a short distance from the plasma.

All of the experimental results described below relate to the

following set of conditions: magnetic field in the center of the trap

4.7 kOe; initial density of plasma, averaged according to a diameter

of 7 cm, is 2.5«1012 cm"3; average ionic energy*400 ev; electron

temperature 7-10 ev. These conditions were chosen as the "standard"

for studying the details of the phenomenon of unstable decomposition,

this phenomenon itself being qualitatively retained over a wide range
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of values of iaitial density, plasma temperature, and magnetic field

intensity.

3. Experimental results and discussion

a) Differences in manifestations of instability on the PRrJjj.

and PR-7

All of the outward signs of plasma instability which were observed

on the PR-6 are observed on the PR-7. The only difference is that in

the latter case the transition into the unstable state appears in

sharper form. For comparison, Fig. 1 shows typical oscillograms of

plasma density yndft/ , potential <P , and amplitude of oscillations 2>

in both devices. Here it is evident, in particular, that the unstable

decomposition phase in the PR-7 begins earlier and is accompanied by

much more intensive plasma losses and more rapid build-up of potential.

A noticeable difference also exists in the frequency-wave char-

acteristics of the oscillations. Thus, in the PR-7 the frequency in

the initial phase of decay u = (0.9-4).95)wBi and fc,P£~ 6, while

in the PR-6 w = (0.7-0.8) taBi and & tpj»4.

Keeping in mind the drift-cone nature of the instability, it can

be assumed that these differences are caused by the higher ionic energy

in the PR-7 and the smaller plasma radius r, and, consequently, the

greater relation f;/rS PiAJpR^25^;* Fi/r|tR-4=io^"is* A s indicated by the

numerical calculations in [9], an increase in B^/r actually should

entail a rise in oscillation frequency, as well as an increment in the

wave parameter k̂ Pi •

b) Dependence of plasma potential on azimuth; plasma polarization

In the experiments on the PR-7 it was noted that at identical

distances from the axis of the trap the plasma potential in the initial

stage of decomposition is different at different azimuths. Fig. 2a and

2b shows as examples oscillograms of potential in two points located
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5 cm from the axis and at angular distances of ±45° from the horizontal

of the median plane*; these same oscillograms combined into a single

frame are shown in Fig. 2c. Potential was measured by probes 1 and 2;

their placement is shown in Pig. 2d,

The path of the normalized potential curves is noteworthy in

that in its initial segment — the first 120 psec — they stand apart

from one another by a certain value £±d}, which changes slightly in

time, and then later, after the start of the sharp rise in potential,

the curves quickly come together and from that point on run together

during the remaining period of decay (cf. Fig. 2c). A similar

pattern is observed in other pairs of conjugate points located at

greater distances from the axis.

As shown by detailed measurements, the azimuthal profile of the

potential in the initial period of dec£ v corresponds to the

presence of quadripole electrical field E in the plasma, with the

median planes of the trap serving as the symmetry planes. The fact

that the potential curves plotted at different points eventually

converge indicates in turn the disappearance of this field.

Analysis of the reasons for this phenomenon leads to the conclu-

sion that it is connected with the conditions under which the trap is

filled with plasma. We shall examine this question more closely. As

already noted, plasma is injected into the PR-7 through use of a

plasma-beam discharge. The discharge is excited in a source located

on the axis of the magnetic system behind one of the mirrors, and the
•

resulting plasma exits through an aperture along the magnetic field

and passes through the trap. Due to the instability inherent to such

a discharge, a portion of the passing plasma flow is trapped and

heated on the path between mirrors, thus resulting in the accumulation

of plasma with hot ions within the trap. Since the aperture in the

source is circular, the plasma flow up to the point of entry into

the trap also has a circular cross-section. But later, being propa-

*) By median plane we mean the plane passing through the middle

of the gaps between the conductors of the stabilizing coil.
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gated within the trap, the flow is deformed: its cross-section takes

the form of even more elongated ellipsoids in conformity to the form

of the magnetic field tube resting on the input circumference (cf.

Fig. 3a). Since the equilibrium configuration of plasma within a

mirror trap with quadripole minimum B, as is well known, has the form

shown in Fig. 3b, then the configuration in Fig. 3a is not equilib-

rium and corresponds to U-shaped perturbation of great amplitude

with azimuthal number m = 2.'

From the theory of U-shaped oscillations it is known that in

a non-equilibrium configuration, due to the magnetic drift of ions

and electrons a polarizing electrical field should develop, in this

case a quadripole, as shown in Fig. 2d. As a result, the plasma

should accomplish drift in crossed electrical and magnetic fields.

In the case of minimum B this drift is oriented so as to reduce

initial perturbation, i.e., to bring the plasma into a state of

equilibrium.

The electrical field E detected in the experiment has the same

structure and orientation that such a polarizing field should have.

It is therefore natural to assume that field E is related to estab-

lishment of an equilibrium plasma configuration.

It is noted that an electrical field exists within the plasma

not only at the beginning of decomposition, but also in the injection

period, as should be expected according to the given scheme. The dis-

appearance of this field within a certain period T 0 after injection

according to this same scheme should mean that drift movements are

completed and the plasma takes on- an equilibrium configuration by

moment TQ. This conculsion is substantiated by simple evaluation of

to on the basis of available experimental data. By the end of injec-

tion the major semi-axis of the plasma's elliptical cross-section a

comprises around 10 cm in the central portion of the trap, electrical

field intensity E«3.5 V/cm, and the equilibrium radius of the plasma

ro« 3.5 cm; therefore, T 0 ^ a-i>0/ ̂ s s 0.9-10""1* sec, which is in good

agreement with the experimental value of T O S S (1.0-1.2)-lO"
1* sec.
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Radio-interferometric measurements of plasma "thickness" \A\dxs

in two mutually perpendicular directions give independent data on

the shape of the plasma and its change in the decay period.

The measurements were made in the central plane of the trap, as shown

in Fig. 2d (cf. HFS — horns I-I and II-II). The results are shown in

Fig. 4; for greater clarity of representation, both oscillograms of

the T'noftJ' signal are shown in a single frame.

From the combined path of the Vŝ -Vw cur^t it Is evifent fcnac

the transverse dimensions of the plasma in directions I-I and II-II

are not identical at first, becoming comparable only after 120 usec.

This directly reflet. _s the ongoing plasma rearrangement; in the

central plane of the trap it appears as a gradual transformation of

the elongated plasma cross-section into a circular one conforming to

magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) equilibrium (cf. Fig. 3b).

The results presented up to now have dealt with the first, quies-

cent stage of decay. They shew that in this stage in the plasma

drift movements occur, caused by the non-equilibrium of the initial

plasma distribution within the volume of the trap. Examination of these

results reveals another, more interesting fact. As was revealed by

two independent methods, rearrangement of the plasma configuration is

completed within 100-120 ysec after injection, but from the yia*'

curves (cf. Figs, la and 4) it follows that plasma confinement deter-

iorates abruptly from this very moment. As hypothesized earlier, . this

circumstance is the result of a build-up of kinetic instability of

the drift-cone type. Thus, we come, it would seem, to a strange con-

clusion: for some reason, kinetic- instability does not develop until

MHD equilibrium is established. We shall return to this question

later, following discussion of the other experimental data.

c. Differencs in oscillation intensity in different regions

of the trap

In w^rk [2] it was noted that in the PR-6 a very definite depen-

dence is observed betveen the amplitude of the HF oscillations of

plasma potential <p and the time-averaged value of the potential <f ;
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it could be presented in the following form: <j0-~"6

This dependence was not detected in the PR-7. Moreover, as it turned

out, oscillation intensity, in contrast to plasma potential, is

changed on different azimuths in a totally dissimilar manner. This is

most clearly manifested in a comparison of signals (P ?.nd <f? for

regions of the plasma symmetrically situated with respect to the

median planes of the trap. As an illustration, Figs. 5a and 5b show

oscillograms of ̂ 5 from the same probes 1 and 2 which were used to

measure potential <p (cf. Fig. 2; each pair of oscillograms — 2a, 5a and

2b, 5b — was made simultaneously in one pulse). Besides the absence

of a universal dependence between <3 and •;*• for different plasma

regions, the following draws attention to itself here: as is evident

from Fig. 5, probe 1 distinctly records an oscillation spike within

120 usec following injection, when the sVmrp increase in plasma loss

begins, while at the same time probe 2 generally doe^ not record any

noticeable changes in oscillation amplitude, and amplitude remains

elevated during the whole initial period of decay.

Numerous observations have shown that oscillation intensity in

the different points of the trap varies in time in a rather complex

manner, and on the whole it is possible to establish only a certain,

not always clear correlation between oscillation amplitude and

decay rate. This necessarily raises doubts about the previously

stated viewpoint on the existence of a direct dependence between the

intensity of plasma losses and oscillation intensity.

d. Change in character of oscillations in the process of

plasma decay

Observations of oscillations at different moments following

injection gave useful information about the mechanism of the losses.

The oscillations were recorded on oscillograms on a rapid sweep

that permitted examination of their detailed time-dependent structure.

In this case it turned out that a qualitative change in the character

of the oscillations occurs during decay. If at first they are

similar in shape to sinusoidal oscillations and vary only slightly in

terms of frequency and amplitude during many periods, then they

- . - t .n,J..._. -.4.-.. .t-r-.••>.•,...V...

s>i<Kti
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subsequently lose their orderliness and become highly irregular,

The change in the shape of the oscillations is illustrated in

Fig. 6, in which a series of oscillograms made at increasingly longer

lag times relative to the onset of decay is shown on the right

(lag in ysec is indicated on the oscillograms), and oscillograms of

plasma density, potential, and oscillation amplitude relating to a

standard mode in which high-speed oscillograms were made are shown on

the left. Digressing from the particular details in this figure, we

can precisely trace the pattern of evolution of the shape of oscilla-

tions and its differences in the initial "stable" and subsequent

"unstable" stages of decay.

Here it is necessary to single out two features of this pattern-

First, as is directly evident, disturbance of the orderliness of the

oscillations occurs in a brief time interval in comparison with the

total duration of decay. Secondly, and this is of prime im-

portance, the change in the character of the oscillations closely

coincides in time with the sharp acceleration of decay. This

coincidence occurs throughout the whole plasma regardless of the fact

that oscillation amplitude varies in time in a given point; moreover,

it is observed not only in the standard operating mode of the apparatus,

but also in other modes. This peculiarity therefore is not a random

occurrence, but rather conforms to principle.

New experimental data prompt a different explanation of abnormal

plasma losses in the PR-7. It is based on the results of theoretical

works [10,11] and a recently published detailed work [12], in which

the influence of cyclotron oscillations of finite amplitude on the

trapping of particles within a mirror trap is discussed. According to

[12] , during movement of a charged particle within the field of a

monochromatic cyclotron wave propagated cro^s-wise to a magnetic

field, its magnetic moment y can experience either determined oscil-

lations with a certain amplitude or random changes. The first possi-

bility is realized if the wave field is rather weak or, on the other

hand, is rather strong, e. g., when 2^/wj ̂ ( ^ t ^ *(&>) (weak field),
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or when Vvi>7(K*i?*/ \ u / (strong field), where P̂ is the amplitude

of wave potential, V\̂  is particle energy, and I— is the characteristic

length over which the magnetic field varies along the axis of the trap.

Under these conditions, particle losses in a collisionless plasma

prove to be relatively insignificant. In a strong field, in particu-

lar, this is the result of emergence of a new adiabatic invariant

In the intermediate region of the fields the oscillations randomize

the particle movement, but in this case losses cannot be very intense.

Under PR-7 conditions typical values of e.<f/V*i lie near the

boundary of the regions of the intermediate and strong fields and, as

indicated by estimations according to equation (19) in [12] for the

diffusion coefficient of magnetic moment, such "wave" losses should

not exceed classical collision losses. It therefore can be assumed

that in the initial stage of decay, while the oscillations

retain their regularity, wave losses, if they exist, remain insignif-

icant on the background of collision losses, despite the considerable

amplitude of the oscillations.

The situation becomes totally different when the oscillations

become irregular. In this case, the magnetic moment of the particles

is changed much more quickly, and these changes themselves acquire a

stochastic character. As a result of this, particle confinement within

the trap deteriorates sharply.

The randomness of ionic movement is confirmed by the peculiar

change in their energy spectrum following transition of the oscilla-

tions into the irregular mode. Figure 7 shows oscillograms of signals

from a high-neutral spectrometer for four energy levels corresponding

to the high-energy portion of ion distribution. It is evident that in

the course of decay, already after termination of the initial

stage, an absolute increment in the number of high-energy ions (in

the region of W(^l,7 kev) occurs, with this increment being initiated

later, the higher the energy.

This result is the natural consequence of stochastic heating of

ions in electrical fa elds with irregular oscillations. The heating

has the character of ionic diffusion according to transverse velocities.
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Assuming a small radius of the spatial correlation of the fields, the

diffusion coefficient has the following form:

where Yl. is the correlation radius, E is the electrical wave field,

and \rtis the transverse velocity of the ions. Then, the number of

ions with the given transverse velocity VQ_ (much greater than the

thermal) peaks in time t» 12. ""i. / ^ ( E /rfe» counted from the moment of

appearance of the irregular oscillations, which agrees rather well

with the experimental results. The given diffusion coefficient also

gives the time of abnormal plasma decay, which satisfactorily

agrees with that observed experimentally.

4. Conclusion

in summary, the main results obtained in this work are as follows:

- a polarizing electrical field is formed within the plasma

during injection as a result of the MHD non-equilibrium of its initial

spatial distribution within the trap; under the influence of this field

the plasma is rearranged in such a way that it acquires an equilibrium

configuration;

- the polarizing field continues to exist even for a period fol-

lowing injection, until rearrangement of the configuration is com-

pleted; completion coincides in time with the transition from the first,

slow stage of decay to the second - with abnormally high losses;

- both in the first and second stages of decay, oscillations

in the frequency range near the ion cyclotron frequency for the center

of the trap are present within the plasma; oscillations in both stages

differ not so much according to amplitude as according to their shape:

in the first stage the oscillations have a regular character, and in

the second they are highly irregular;

- the change in the character of the oscillations takes place in

a short period near the moment when MHD equilibrium is established

within the plasma.
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These results give a very definite answer to one of the questions

posed at the beginning of the work: what is the mechanism of abnormal

plasma losses. There is no doubt that the direct reason for the losses

is disruption of the regularity of the oscillations observed in the

experiment, and not simply the presence of oscillations as such. The

sharp disruption of regularity is reflected in the development of

extreme turbulence within the plasma, which also unavoidably causes

a deterioration of confinement.

A partial, purely empirical answer can be offered for the other

question: why don't abnormal losses appear at the very beginning of

decay, rather than after a definite time lag. As we saw,

this delay is clearly "tied" to the moment of establishment of MHD

equilibrium within the plasma.

It also should be emphasized that following behind these answers

are new and still vague questions:

- what determines the strength of the polarizing field within the

plasma and, accordingly, the rearrangement time of plasma configura-

tion following injection?

- why does the intensity of oscillations vary in time in a dissim-

ilar manner in different regions of the plasma?

- and finally, why are the oscillations regular while the plasma

is in a MHD non-equilibrium state and become highly turbulent when

the plasma achieves equilibrium?

In conclusion, the authors wish to thank M. A. Leontovich,

B. B. Kadomtsev, A. V. Timofeev, Ye. Ye. Yushmanov, and 0. P. Pogutse

for fruitful discussions and Ye. P. Arkhipov for his help in conduct-

ing the experiments.
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Figure captions

Pig. 1 Oscillograms of plasma density \W*-, potential tb ,

and amplitude of oscillations 2). Upper row is PR-7

and lower row is PR-C.

Fig. 2 Oscillograms of plasma potential from two probes:

a) probe 1, b) probe 2, c) probes 1 and 2

combined, d) diagram of probe positioning.

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of plasma configuraticn:

a) initial configuration during injection,

b) equilibrium configuration.

Fig. 4 Oscillograms of signals from interferometer in

directions I-I and II-II (cf. Fig. 2d).

Fig. 5 Oscillograms of oscillation amplitudes from two

probes: a) probe 1, b) probe 2.

Fig. 6 Oscillograros of oscillation shape;

left column - from top to bottom - density, potential,

and amplitude of oscillations in standard mode;

middle and right columns - shape of oscillations

recorded in a rapid scan at different moments in

.time (lag in psec relative to the onset of

decay is indicated on the oscillograms).

Fig. 7 Oscillograms fr^m a charge-exchange neutrals spectro-

meter for four energy levels.
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